Th e electro magnet ic fi elds in t he sC' mi-infini te mag neto-plas ma bounded by t h e p erfectly co ndu ctmg p la ne In th e p resen ce of t he infini!e electri c lin c curren t of an a r bitrary phase co nstant a re d erI ved In 1I1 teg ral form s uSing I<ouri er transfo rm method. The propagation cha ra?terIs tlCs of the possib le s urfa c.e waves excited a long t he con du ctin g plan e in arbitrary dIrectIO ns with res pect to t he directIOn of magn etization are di scussed in detai l.
Introduction
Among a number of boundary value problems 0 1 1 electromagnetic waves in m edia containing magnetoplasmas, one of the simplest and most fundament al problems would be the wave propagation in the semiinfinite magneto-plasma bounded by a perfectly conducting plane. Regarding this problem I shimaru [1962] and Seshadri [1 962] h ave shown that the perfectly co nducting plan e can support a surface wave when the impressed doc magnetic field is parallel to the plane and is tr ansverse to the direction of propagation. In this par ticular case the s urface wave is transverse electric and magnetic, and has a unidirectional property. This analysis h as bee n extended to an inhomogeneous plasma recently by Wait [1964] .
The pri ncipal purpose of this paper is to study the characteristics of the surface wave propagating in arbitrary directions with respect to the d-c magnetic field. Unless the plasma is magnetized transversely to the direction of propagation the electromagnetic fields can not be separated into TE and TM modes, and are expressed by a combination of two characteristic plane wave modes, each having different, but inter-related characteristic val ues.
In section 2 the electromagnetic field s due to an infinite line current being transverse to the d-c magne tic field and ha ving an arbitrary phase cons tan t are deri\-ed in integral forms using Fourier transform metllOd. Section 3 discusses exclusively the char-acteristics of the possible surface waves excited along the co nductin g plane in arbitrary directions when th e phase constant of the lin e current is assum ed to take an arbitrary value.
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FI GuRE 1. Coordinate system and notations.
Integral Solutions of Electromagnetic Fields Due to a Line Current
In order to consider surface waves propagating in arbitralY direction s with respect to the d-c magnetic field an infinite lin e current of amplitude 1 parallel to the conducting plane is assumed to h ave an arbitrary phase constant, ko(3 ((3: r elative phase co nstant with respect to a free space phase constant leo). The coordinate is chosen so that the perfectly conducting plane is located in the y-z pla ne (x = O) and the line current is in the direction or y (z= O) with a height a above the plane as shown in figure l. The semi-infulite lossl ess pl asma (x~ 0) is magnetized in the z-direction.
Maxwell's equations for the region of the semiinfinite lossl ess magneto-plasma lead to
where I is a unit tensor and E is the relative dielectric tensor expressed by the matrix:
where w, W p , and WH are the frequency , the electron plasma frequency, and the electron gyrofrequency, respectively. All the field components would be assumed to have the time and the y dependence of eJwt-Jf3kov , which leads to the substitution, %y = -j {3ko and 02/ 02y= -(32k~. Let the rel ative propagation constants in the direction of x and z be denoted by a and 1', respectively. Applying the double Fourier transformation to (1) one obtains
where the proper beha\'ior o~ E at in finity is assumed.
Solving (4) with respect E, one obtfLins the transform s of the primary el~ctri c fields du e to the lin e current. For example JJ; (: ) is given by (5) where (6) and (XL o'~ are the solu tions of the quadratic equation with respect to 0'2;
which one obtains by equating the determinant of the matrix in the l eft hand side of (4) to zero. These two char acteristic values correspond to the relative propagation constants in the x-direction of the ordinalY and/or extraordinalY waves propagating in an infinite magneto-plasma medium whose relative propagation constants are denoted by nl and n2 in figure 1. The primary electric fields are given by the inverse transform of E with respect to a and 1'. The integration with respect to a can be carried out by obtaining the residues of the integrands at O' = al, a2 or -0'1, -0'2 where the signs of 0'\ and a2 are chosen "uch that g m(al,0'2) < 0 ( fig. 2a and 2b) . The resulting prim my electric fields are given by ;;a, x;;;a, (8) where
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The secondary wa\'es to be added to the primalY waves in order that the tangen tial electric fields yanish at the perfectly conducting pl ane are obtained as a solu tion of the homogeneous waye equ ation corresponding to (1); i.e.,
Introducing th e b oundary conditions leads to x (a 1 + a 2 )P (-a j, a 2, (3, y )e -ia, ko" + ,j2€za lY (aZ)e -ia2koa
at (al-az) (3, y ) ,
x,j2€Za2Y(a1) e-io"koa+ (at + aZ) P (a" -a2, (3, 'Y )e -ia2ko" a z(al-az)(ai-aDP (al , a 2, (3, "I) ,
where peal , a 2, (3, ')') = (h 2 -€1) {(3 (€1 -€3)(al + a 2)
-,j€2W -€3) }+,j€2((3 z-€1 )a jaz. (12)

. Surface Waves in Arbitrary Directions
In order to discuss the possible surface wayes which m ay propagate in arbitr ary directions with respect to the d-c magnetic field, let (3 take arbitrary values of -00 < (3 < 00 ; let (3 and')' in (7) and (12) The propagation constant h of the possible surface wave propagating in an arbitrary direction 8 lllUSt simultaneously satisfy (7) an d the equ ation (14) which is obtained from the den ominator of (11 ) . For th e l ater u se an altern ative expression of (14 ) with (12) is derived from (7) and (14) as follows:
It does not seem feasible unfortunately to solve (7) and (14) [or (1411,) ] for h explicitly. First con-sider the sp ecial cases of 8= 0, 7r, and ± 7r/2. When 8 is equ al to 001' 7r, h 2 and at2 can b e obtained explicitly [Adachi and Mushi ake, 1964] as (15) ai.z = -2~1 { (€1 + €3)(h 2 -€I ) + €~± €n/2(€ I + €3) h,2--€j + €3 } ' (16) For w smaller t han (w; + w;,.)~, h 2 gin ll by (15) is always real, and ala2 also is rcal from (7) and (12). For this case the signs (±) in (15) correspond to €j€3::;: 0 if ala Z< O, and €1€3=< 0 if ala2> 0 , respectively. When ala2 is positive, imagin a ry parts of both al and a2 cannot be negative simultaneously , therefor e the fields increase to infinity ' when x --o> oo .
When ala 2 is negative, and in the frequency range of w,,< w< , lw;+ wfr, (17) either. al or a 2 is a posiLiYe real an d t he other is a negatn-e real. Therefo re n o sUJ'[,we W,LyeS are excited in this frequency region. Finally in the frequ ency range of (18) both al and a 2 have n egati,' e imagin ary parts, and as a rcsulL Lhe sl ow wayes < 11'e Lmpped along the condu cLing plane. Thus Lh e J'elaLiye propagaLion cons tant h is given by ( €I + ,h (€I -1» )~> l and is plotted by Lhe solid line in figures 311 and 3b, where the dashcdline shows h of Lhe improper Jrlode whose amplitude increases to infini ty when x --o> oo . The g roup , 'elocity Vg of this trapp ed surface waye lS obtaincd as where c is the velocity of ligh t. N ext consider the special cases Obviously h 2 = €1 is a solution of (14). and (7) one obtains of 8= ± 7r/2.
From (14a) (20) In this particular angle of 8, only Ex and Hz remain finite: the surface waves are completely transverse el ectric and magnetic. At 8= -7r/2, if the frequency is below the gyrofrequency WE, both al and a2 are negative imaginaries (a2 is in fact independent on th e TEM surface wave), hence the slow surface wave (h> l) is trapped alon g the condu ctor. At ()= 7r/ 2 , if the frequency is larger than the frequency ~w; + w7I, h is a positive real less than 1 and aj is a negative imaginary. This type of wave is not completely trapped if ()~7r/2 because of the r eal value of O!z. Thus the fast surface wave is trapped only in the direction of e= 7r/ 2. This is the unidirectional surface wave given by Ishimaru [1962] and Seshadri [1962] . The relative phase constant h for arbitrary directions are calculated numerically. The ratio of the phase velocity at e=o, 1r to that at () = -7r/ 2 is found to take a value between one and two in all cases since ~j varies in the range of l <~l < co if W < WH' At a certain angle denoted by ec and (7r-()c) in figure 4 , g meal and/or O!z) becomes zero. Beyond this critical angle any real values of h Z can not satisfy the simultaneous equations (7) and (14). Consequen tly the trapped surface wave transforms to the l eaky surface wave whose propagation constan ts are complex when e crosses this critical angle. propagating direction is in the region of -(7I+ Oc) < 0< 0c, bey ond which the trapped surface wave transforms to the leak,}, surface wave. Besides the above s urface wa ve the unidirectional fast TEM surface wave exists in the particular direction of 0= 7T'/2 when the frequency is larger than ·J w;+ W71 as already pointed out by Ishim aru [1962] a nd Seshadri [1962] .
The electromagnetic field s due to the infinite magnetic line current have been obtain ed quite similarly with those due to the electric line current.
The expressions for p ea ], C<2, (3, ,,) are the same in both cases. Co nsequen tly all of the discussions in section 3 hold also for th e case of the magnetic curren t excitation as they stand.
